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I have humming bird feeders, they attract ants and the ants
bother the humming birds. So occasionally, I brush off the
ants and move the feeders. Among the ants, there are scouts
whose job is to find new, or relocate, food sources that
have been moved. After a while, the scouts find the feeders
in their changed locations. They go back and find the
disoriented ants which can be anywhere from 6-8 feet away
or all the way back to the colony/nest (20-30 feet away). By
way of some complex language (part chemical; part
movement), known only to ants, the scouts communicate
complicated information which specifies/defines/maps out,
the exact new locations of the feeders. Very shortly, the
other ants, have formed into steady streams that go straight
to the feeders in their new locations.

Bees are very important to my garden so I watch them, and
they also do, essentially, the same thing. I notice a scout
that has just found my flowers. It doesn't linger long. It
goes back to the hive, which can be miles away. The scouts
do a complicated little dance among the other bees, which
communicates the exact location of the flowers. In a short
while, my flowers are swarming with bees. Note: Root
Beer works even better than flowers for attracting
bees………not Coke, Dr. Pepper or any other soft drink.
Many insects communicate complex, and sometimes even
abstract, information. All living things, and some non
living e.g. computer language is called Binary Code, to
some degree or other, communicate……have languages.
The cells that make up our bodies, are constantly chattering
with each other. Some of this is simple e.g. hey, move over!
Some is much more complex. Even itty-bittys like
molecules communicate.
The point is, that sound e.g. our babble, birds singing, dogs
barking etc. is not the only way of talking.
All the cells in our bodies (that have a nucleus), come with
a blueprint (design/owner’s manual) that defines the cell,
its function, where it belongs, what it does, why it does
what it does e.g. nose cell, eye cell, toe cell, elbow cell,
lung cell, butt cell, brain cell, liver cell etc. This blueprint is
contained in Genes (Chromosomes) which are made of
stuff called Deoxyribonucleic Acid - DNA. A bunch of
these things are contained/organized in a thing called a

Genome. All this monkey business, we being the monkeys,
and our study of/stuff about it, is called Genetics.
We monkeys record, study and learn nothing from history.
If we learned from it, WAR would have become obsolete
thousands of years ago. But there’s always an abundance of
WAR, because history always repeats itself. We continue
to do the same idiot crap over and over again. And, of
course, it (WAR) kills plenty of us.
But throughout our history, what kills more of us, by far, is
Cancer! I can’t prove it now, because all those I told about
it back then are dead now. But about fifty years ago, I
figured out how we would eventually deal with/cure Cancer.
So I’m saying it again now.
It’s all about communication/language and genetics. I know
I was right because fifty years ago, nobody was thinking
about this. Within the last 25-30 years, sciences (research
people et.) have started thinking about it and my conclusion
is beginning to be confirmed. They haven’t exactly hit on it
yet but they will soon.
Cancer is caused when things (carcinogens) e.g. tobacco
smoke, radiation, asbestos, infections etc. and things that
shouldn’t be there, start bothering/annoying normal cells.
And cells are smart. When the nuisance/bad thing e.g.
smoke is present, the cells near it have a defense. The
blueprint changes (They mutate into a different kind of cell
that the bad thing can’t hurt). The problem here is that the
new kinds of cells are NOT supposed to be there either!

Where there should be normal Lung, brain, breast, liver,
pancreas etc. cells, there are the tough, carcinogen resistant
cancer cells and they start taking over and cause the
organ/body part to malfunction.
Now comes what to do about this. The cancer fighting
people (Oncologists/Oncology) have to learn to “speak” the
language of the cells, genes/chromosomes, molecules,
genomes etc. There are some scientists who are beginning
to learn to do this but they are usually working in other
fields. The cancer folks need to get the cell language folks
in on what they’re doing and collaborate.
When the cancer folks get fluent in the cell language, they
need to talk to the cells, and this is what they need to say:
OK all you cells, you’ll need to calm down and stop all this
mutating. And the cells reply, oh yea, well what are we
supposed to do about all this bad stuff e.g. smoke? Cancer
folks: We’re going to take away all the bad stuff and keep it
out so it won’t be bothering you anymore. So you’ll just go
back to doing what you’re supposed to be doing. If you’re a
lung cell, stop mutating into a cancer cell. Go back to being
a normal lung cell.
Of course, the well established cancer cells would not like
this if the could hear it. But they have created they’re own
shield/force field (like Starship Enterprise) around
themselves so they don’t have to listen to this blasphemy.
And even worse, is that this shield fools the body’s immune
system so that it doesn’t recognize (can’t see) and kill the
cancer cells.

But that’s OK, because there are some oncology folks who
are figuring out what to do about this too
(http://goo.gl/V8jOvt). It still has some problems but it’s
coming along well.
Note: I’m not professionally trained in any of these fields.
So I may have used some of the terms loosely/incorrectly,
but the message/point is still the same. Learn to speak the
body’s language and deliver the message to its components:
We’ll take away the bad stuff. Now you’ll quit screwing
around with the blueprint and go back to doing what the
original was telling you to do in the first place!
Knock on my head (wood), I’m still OK (no C yet) but I
never know what they might find every time I go to the VA.
If I get it, none of this stuff will probably be in time for me.
But I will have said my bit about it anyway.
http://goo.gl/qtKnbD
http://goo.gl/BBhv10
http://goo.gl/NxHLbR
http://goo.gl/4Q42xO

